
Using Bookmarks / Favorites  to Organize Your Browser 
 
(If you have already read my tips on using folders to organize your email tool,  you will find many philosophical 
similiarities... the reason is simple... if you approach your email tool and browser with the same organized process,  
you will make your online experiences easier.) 
 
The term bookmark or favorite are synonyms when used to describe the address that you save in 
your browser.   Your browser may use the term “Favorites” to describe the web addresses that 
you save.   I prefer an alternative browser  so I use the term “Bookmark” when talking about my 
web addresses.    Both are the same concept.   
 
Bookmarks are a key element of organizing the important web addresses that you will receive 
over the West Point.Org networks for the next 4 years.  If you have not yet learned to save 
bookmarks,  tap the skills of your candidate before s/he goes on to R Day  –  it’s important to 
learn how to: 
 

a) create a bookmark or favorite 
b) create a new folder to store these addresses 
c) organize / manage them 

 
The screen shots that you will see are from the Bookmark tool in my alternative browser because 
it makes bookmark management logical and easy.    
 
 
WHY use Bookmarks ?  
You will access the internet via search engines and via links posted in Plebe Net. Sometimes you 
will only visit the site one time, while sometimes you will use the same link over and over.  That’s 
the addresses you want to save.   And by placing each bookmark into common folders, you can 
easily find the bookmark and subsequently load the web page.  
 
Examples of Common Folders 
Key attributes of good folder structure are:  easy to remember where you filed a bookmark,   not 
too many folders so you “lose” bookmarks,   enough folders so that you can “find” bookmarks,  
and logically named to define what the purpose of the folder is. 
 
 
One user note before I show you my folders – these are just examples and what you should store is the links that are 
meaningful to you.   Use this tutorial as an example to get started and build your links as you go.   For some parents, 
they find it overwhelming to just get started… hopefully this will help.  Many of my links will not interest you.   But use 
this document as a guide if you have never built folders in your browser and stored bookmarks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Here are my main West Point related folders: 
 

 
 
What is not shown is that the “parent folder”  (West Point) is just one of many parent folder in my 
overall browser folder structure.   However, when I think of West Point,  I can quickly go to that 
parent folder,  then select the appropriate subfolder,  and finally the web page.    
 
Even before I jump into a subfolder,  I have bookmarked the USMA home page and one of the 
weather services (see the blue arrows below) since I go to them more frequently than others and 
I leave them outside of the subfolders.  
 
Let’s look at some of the subfolders: 
 
West Point Area 
This folder contains links to miscellaneous physical “things”.     
 

 
 
 
West Point Gifts 
Somewhat misleading... these bookmarks are a collection of gifts and e-commerce sites that 
have stuff that we may be ordering for us or for our cadet.   So the folder started as gifts,  and 



probably needs to morph....such is the nature of folder naming... so select a name that makes 
sense to you,  and change it when it no longer applies.   
 

 
 
West Point Misc 
An eclectic collection ranging from the hospital address – hope you don’t need that one –to flight 
tracking with a site for girl friends of cadets thrown in.     That’s why it’s called miscellaneous....   
 

 
 
West Point ORG 
Here are lots of links that I rely on often to get information from WP-Org.  Just a few websites that 
you should consider saving.   I’ll point out the final link marked by a blue arrow as a really good 
site with lots of useful links.
 



 
 
 
 
 
What other folders do you need ?  
I have folders for other key areas of interest.   One day my Cadet will be commissioned and thus I 
have started saving bookmarks for Army topics.  Some of these include: 
 

 
 
The OSOT folder is where I store links associated with Operation Support Our Troops.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



What’s next ? 
 
Start creating your folders.   
 If you don’t know how, ask your Cadet Candidate and get them to help you create a set of empty 
folders to store your bookmarks.   If your CC is now a NC,  tap someone else in the family to help 
you get going.  
 
Start saving bookmarks/favorites and place them in the appropriate folder   
Each browser is a little different in how you save a bookmark.   Experiment and learn. 
 
If you saw something interesting in my collection, you could type in one of the web addresses 
above.  Or you could use a search engine to find the same site, and then save it to your folders.   
I would do both, depending on the length of the URL.    
 
Take a moment to re-organize your bookmarks     
Admittedly this will be a little more challenging  to organize if you are using the common browser.  
Usually you can drag and drop the bookmarks into the appropriate folder, but you don’t have a 
very big window to play with.   Keep trying...  it’s possible even if not user friendly.  
 
Advanced:  Learn how to store a few key bookmarks on your toolbar for instant access 
 
 
When you finish,  you will be able to access your key websites quickly and easily ! 
 
 
 


